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Questions and Answers
The Editor welcomes questions

about Canal Zone stamps which we
will try to answer here. If we can
not answer them, we will ask for help
from the members.

Question: From July 1, 1924 to Aug.
31, 1924, both the old overprinted
tanama stamps anQ the just issued
overprin ted United States stamps
were valid for postage. Is any cover
known bearing a stamp from each
issue?

Answer: We have never seen one.
Can any member report such a cover?

Question: Several of the U.S. over
printed issues did not have dennite
nrst day dates. What is the earliest
known cover bearing the following
numbers: 87, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94, 95,
97, 102, and 104.

Answer: Does any member have
this information?

Question: Are there any Canal
Zone revenue stamps? A.F.D.

Answer: None has ever been re
ported as far as the Editor knows.
However, a number of revenue
stamps for Puerto Rico are listed for
the first time this year in the Scott
catalogue. So perhaps we should ask
our readers if anyone can report a
Canal Zone revenue stamp.

Question: Covers are occasionally
found bearing United States stamps,
but canceled in the Canal Zone. Cov

(Continued on page 18)

Auction Sales
Some unusual Canal Zone items

were offered at auction during the
past quarter. During the first World
War the Liberty Loan Committee sold
some covers which were carried on

what was called the first flight from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. On Oct.
18, 1918 a plane flew from one end of
the Canal Zone to the other. Although
it did not cover many miles, it did fly
non-stop from the Atlantic to the Pa
cific. The covers were postmarked at
both the Atlantic and Pacific ends of
the Canal. This effort was so success
ful that they later sold covers on the
first "Ocean to Ocean Submarine Mail
Service". On May 7, 1919 a submarine
carried mail from one end of the Ca

nal to the other, thus going from one
ocean to the other. These covers were
also postmarked at both ends of the
Canal. An example of each of these
covers was offered by Stanley Gibbons
Ltd. of London at auction on March
28th. The first cover brought $72 and
the second cover brought $81.60 as
figured at the official rate of exchange.

Vahan Mozian offered a number of

Canal Zone items on April 23-26th.
(Continued on page 18)

The Editor apologizes for the
lateness of the last issue. A num
ber of different delays occurred
during the preparation of the is
sue beginning with a move by
your Editor. We believe that we
have most of these problems un
der control by now and that we
can return to our schedule. Start
ing with the next issue, the clos
ing date for manuscripts and ad
copy will be the first day of the
quarter.

New Air Mail Plate Defective
The upper left plate of the new 25¢ airmail stamp issued on March 15, 1968

was found to be defective by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. All copies
printed from this upper left plate have been destroyed according to the Bureau.
The plate number is 170203. Thus collectors will only be able to obtain three
positions of this plate number, the lower left, upper right, and lower right
positions. The nature of the defect
which required these unusual meas
ures was not announced.

The plate numbers used in printing
current Canal Zone stamps are as fol
lows: No. 105, 115180, 115181, 115182,
115183; No. 108, 123709; No. 111,
123710; No. 112, 165887; No. 113,
141629; No. 114, 118119; No. 117,
129223, 129224; No. 137, 160140; No.
138, 160822; No. 139, 151)038; No. 140~
160141; No. 152, 167599; No. 158, 170
215.

Since Scott will probably renumber
the current air mail series, these are
listed by denomination with the black
plate number listed first: 6¢, 168773
168774; 168775-168774; 8¢, 168773
168776; 168773-168779; 168775-168
776; 168775-168779; 10¢, 168773-170
198; 168773-170214; 168775-170198;
168775-170214; 15¢, 168773-168780;
168775-168780; 20¢, 168773-168781;
168775-168781; 25¢, 168773-170203;
168775-170203; 30¢, 168773-168784;
168775-168784; 80¢, 168773-168789;
168775-168789.

The above information was contain
ed in a letter written to one of our
members, Mr. Brumbaugh, who has
made it available to the CZSG. The
Canal Zone Philatelic Agency has
plate blocks available, but will only
sell them in full sheets when the de

nomination is from 1¢ to 20¢ and in
strips of 20 stamps of each when the
denominatlon is from 25¢ to 80¢. Fur
thermore position orders are filled
only when full sheets are requested.
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.A.uction SaleG -

(Cont. from page 17)

All items are unused unless otherwise
stated. These include No.1, v. f., $60
(over catalogue) ; No. 18 block of
four, f., $17; No. 33a, f., $38; No. 46
horizontal pair used on cover, v. f.,
$38; No. 46a, f., $25; No. 56f, two er
rors in block of four, v. f., $68; No. 58,
v. f., $25; No. 84b, f., $22; No. J4-9,
f.-v. f., $19.50; No. JI2-14, f.-v. f., $36;
No. }18-20, v. f., $11; No. Ula, v. f.,
$45 (over catalogue); No. U2, com
plete strike plus three-quarters of
another strike all on reverse of cover,
$65; No. U2b, v. f., $35 (over cata
logue ); No. U2b, used, v. f., $48 (over
catalogue); No. U2c, used, v. f., $52;
(over catalogue); No. U2c, unused,
v. f., $33 (over catalogue); No. U2
head and CANAL ZONE completely
out of frame, v. f., $48; No. U3, v. f.,
$65; No. U14, v. f., $39; No. UX3 and
UX4, both used, v. f., $17; No. UX5,
used, v. f., $47; No. UX6, v. f., $48.
The postage dues and postal station
ery were amazingly strong.

Robert A. Siegel on June 6th offer
ed a number of Canal Zone items

which included No.1, v. f., $45; No.
15, tiny disturbance spot in gum, v. f.,
$280; No. 23a, v. f., $95 (the last two
items went for slightly over cata
logue), No. 46a, nibbed perf., other
wise v. f., $23; No. 48, v. f. realized
the amazing price of $95, more than
double catalogue; No. 71b, error in
block of 6, v. f., $40; No. 80-81, f.-v.
f., $28; No. 84, right star plate number
block of 8, dried gum, v. f., $57.50;
No. 85a, error in block of four, f.,
$67.50; No. 94-95, v. f., $37; No. 95,
block of four, v. f., $42.50.

Among the items sold by H. R. Har
mer on June 12th were No.3, f., $32;
No. 58-59 f., $45; No. C08-12, f.-v.f.,
$95 (this is a record price for this set
for which only 2,000 copies were
printed), No. JI2-14, f., $30.

Among the items offered by Har
mer, Rooke on June 25th were No.1,
vertical strip of three on piece, v. f.,
$105; No.2, f., $19.50; No. 21-30, f.-v.
f., $15.50; No. 58, v. f., $28; No. J15
20, v. g.-v. f., $23.

One of the larger auctioneers offer
ed in his catalogue "No.3, tied on
large part of registered cover along
with I'To.23 (2), quite scarce, photo,
catalogue $70". Actually a glance at
the photo showed that it was No. 13
and nG~No.3 that was on the cover
and that it is not rare at all!

Questions and Answers -
(Cont. from page 17)

ers are also found bearing Panama
stamps canceled in the Canal Zone.
Similarly we have seen covers bearing
Canal Zone stamps, but cancelled in
the United States an<:lin Panama. Do

any of these have an official sanction?
Answer: Your Editor believes that

all these covers are essentially freaks.
They are either favors or escaped the
notice of the postal clerks.

Question: Do Canal Zone precan
cels exist for cities other than Cristo

bal? Are precancels known on air
mails, postage dues, or postal station
ery? A.F.D.

Answer: Canal Zone precancels ex
ist only for the city of Cristobal. No
precancels are known on other than
regular postage stamps. Those inter-
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ested in Canal Zone precancels should
obtain the excellent catalogue "Of
ficial Precancel Catalogue for Alaska,
Canal Zone, etc.", priced at $1.00 from
Gilbert W. Noble, Box 931, Winter
Park, Florida 32789.

Varieties

A spectacular freak perforation is
known on No. 37. The vertical per
forations are shifted so far to the right
that the overprint appears to read
ZONE CANAL. An unused copy and
a copy used on piece with the Bal
boa postmark of April 12, 1916 are
shmvn in Figure 1. We have also seen

Figure 1. Freak perforations on No. 37.

a registered cover with an example
postmarked at Ancon on March 4,
1916. The cover is from D. E. Mc
Donald, Ancon (did he discover this
variety?) and was sent to A. W.
French, Ancon. Several examples of
this variety have been sold both at
auction and privately in the last few
years. It would be interesting to know
whether an entire sheet was found
with these perforations or whether
they existed only over a part of a
sheet.

A variety of another sort is on No.

Figure 2. Variety of No. 144.



144, the 12¢ value of the 1949 gold
rush series. A number of copies from
the left hand vertical row of the sheet
show a missing frame line on the left
hand side of the stamp. It appears to
be a short transfer and seems to be

too constant for an inking variety.
Can any readers supply more infor
mation about this variety? Does it
always occur in the left hand vertical
row of this plate? \i\Te have seen strips
showing the variety on a number of
different positions from the left hand
vertical row. A block from the upper
left corner of the sheet is shown in

Fig. 2.
Shifts of overprints on Canal Zone

stamps are fairly common and create
many interesting varieties. If the
shifts are far enough, they create
major errors; smaller shifts make in
teresting minor varieties. One that is
listed in some of the early check lists
occurs on No. 10. The overprint is
shifted just far enough to the left so
that it reads ANAL ZONE on the
tenth vertical row of one sheet. This
variety is shown in Fig. 3, which

Figure 3. No. 10 with overprint shifted left.

shows one stamp from a block of four.
The stamp below the one shown also
has this variety.

Some of the stamps printed by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing
from about 1925 to 1950 contain in-

Figure 4. No. C7 with "plane dripping oil".

teresting paper, ink, and perforation
varieties which we will illustrate from
time to time. A rather spectacular ink
variety is shown in Fig. 4, the "plane
dripping oil" variety. Apparently some
printing ink was spilled on the plate
after it had been wiped. The green
blob which resulted is in the same

color ink as the stamp.

First Day Date For No. UC8
The new 8¢ airmail envelope, No.

UC8, was issued in 1966 without an
nouncement. The post office did not
even realize that it had been sent a
new design for the airmail envelope
(since it had not ordered one). Thus
this new design was issued as the
envelope boxes were opened at ran
dom. Mrs. Noreen Will sends a copy
of a No. UC8 postmarked at Balboa
Heights on July 25, 1966. She believes
that this may be the earliest known
date for this envelope and should be
recorded as the first day date. An
article in the Western Stamp Collector
last year failed to turn up any reports
of earlier dates. Can any of our mem
bers report an earlier date?

Covers

One of our members, Mr. Van
Valkenburgh, submits several covers
which he believes may be of interest.
These include one with the cancella

tion "U. S. Frigate / Constitution /
APR / 7 / A.M. / 1934". These Old
Ironsides covers can be found with a
number of different Canal Zone

stamps used as postage around this
date when the ship visited the Canal
Zone. He also sent first day covers of
No. llO and No. 117 with interesting
cachets. He also has a first day cover
of the recent 6¢, 10¢, and 25¢ Canal
Zone stamps on a No. U9 envelope.

Do They Exist?
In the last issue we asked whether

any member had ever seen a copy of
No. 20c. We have received no reports
and must assume that this variety
either never existed as a genuine copy
or has been lost.

This time we want to ask whether

any member has a copy of No. 26a in
his collection. I can find no record of
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a copy having been sold, although this
variety of the 1O¢value, double over
print, one reading up, is in all the
standard Canal Zone lists. Inciden

tally there is an interesting variety of
No. 26 which is not listed in Scott.
Copies are known with the bottom
margin imperforate. At least one sheet
of this variety must have existed.

Classification Problems

The seventh Canal Zone series was
issued from 1909 to 1921. Five differ
ent overprint types exist and excellent
illustrations of these five types are
given in the Scott catalogue. Four of
the types are quite easy to distinguish
from each other, but many collectors
have difficulty separating the rare
Type III from Type I. Your Editor
has inspected almost all of the Type
III copies which have been offered at
auction for some years. Unfortunately
three-fourths of the copies described
as Type III are really Type I. Even
our largest and best auction houses
are guilty of this mistake, so it is im
portant that our members learn to
identify this type correctly.

There is a simple, step by step
method for the classification of stamps
of the seventh series. Ask the follow
ing questions in order.

1. Do the A's of CANAL have flat

tops? If the answer is yes, the stamp is
Type V.

2. Is the center bar of the E of

ZONE the same length as the top and
bottom bars? If the answer is yes, the
stamp is Type IV.

3. Does the C of CANAL have a

serif at top only? If the answer is yes,
the stamp is Type II.

4. Is the spacing between CANAL
and ZONE 10 mm, (1¢ value) or 811z
mm. (2, 5, 8, or 10¢ values)? If the
answer is yes, the stamp is Type I.

5. If the answer to the above four
questions is no, then the stamp must
be Type III if it is the l¢ value, but
may be either Type I or Type III if it
is a 2¢ or 5¢ value.

The following criteria are useful in
determining that a stamp is actually
Type III.

(Continued on page 20)



Classification Problems 

(Cant. from page 19)

1. All Type III stamps must have a
9:1), mm. spacing between CANAL
and ZONE. If the spacing is 8"Yz mm.
or 10 mm., the stamp can not be Type
III. This simple test would eliminate
a large number of the stamps errone
ously offered as Type III. Unfortun
ately abnormal spacings approxima
ting 9~ mm. are known on the 2¢
and 5¢ values of Type I, but not on
the 1¢ value. Thus, on the two higher
values, a spacing of 9:1),mm. does not
prove that the stamp is Type III.

2. A useful test which will separate
the majority of Type I and Type III
stamps is to observe whether or not
the CANAL ZONE overprint is cen
tered with respect to the portrait. If
it is centered, it is probably Type I;
if it is not centered with respect to
the portrait, it is probably Type III.
A copy of the 2¢ Type III is shown
in Figure 5 with the overprint badly
off center as is typical of this type.

3. The Type IU letters appear
poorly inked on most copies with
small uninked spots on the letters. By
contrast Type I letters are usually
well inked and uniformly black.

4. The final and definitive test is
to examine under a magnifying glass
the shape of the letters. Probably the
most distinctive difference is found in
the lower bar of the letter Z. A com
parison of the two types shows that
the upper curve of the lower bar of
the Z starts to rise to the serif almost
at the diagonal bar on Type I, where
as there is a measurable flat area
along the top of the lower bar before
the serif starts to rise on Type III.
The bottom bar of the L shows sim

ilar differences. All the letters actually
show differences under close examina

tion as these are two completely dif
ferent, albeit similar, type faces.

Now recheck the copies in your col
lection that you believe to be Type
III. More information about these
iSSues can be found in two excellent
articles by our members; "Canal Zone
1909-1921 Series" by James T. De
Voss, STAMPS, p. 454, Sept. 29, 1951
and "Canal Zone, The Type III Mount

Figure 5. No. 47, Type III overprint.

Hope Local Overprints" by William
K. Philler, 24th American Philatelic
Congress, p. 38, 1958.

It is interesting to note that the
Type III overprint was also used for
three other Canal Zone stamps over
printed at the Mount Hope plant in
the Canal Zone. These are No. 67,
) 10, and J1l. If a collector once sees
a copy of Type III, he can soon learn
to spot its distinguishing character
istics.

Figure 6. Pair of No. 9d used on piece.
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R. S. Herr, Director of Posts,
Canal Zone Postal Service died
on Aug. 18, 1968. D. C. Rose
has been appointed Acting Di
rector.

Rarities
About six used copies are known of

No. 9d, 1¢ green with double CANAL
ZONE overprint. Originally there
must have been a sheet of 100 of these
stamps, but it must not have been rec
ognized as a philatelic error. No un
used copies are known and only about
six used copies have been saved. The
only known pair is shown in Figure
6. It is on piece and the cancellation
reads "ANCON / STATION A / JAN
20 06". The other stamp on the piece
is No. 14 (not shown in Figure 6). The
three stamps make up a 10¢ rate for
registration.

Figure 7. No. lOb with L of CANAL
turned sideways.

One of the most amazing errors in
the third series of Canal Zone stamps
is No. lOb with the L of CANAL turn

ed sideways. Somehow the type be
came loosened and the L was turned
in this manner. Dr. Perry is quoted by
Evans as stating that 920 copies of
this error were destroyed and that
about 25 copies are known to exist.
This seems like a high estimate of the
number of known copies, as only one
damaged copy has been offered at
auction for many years. The Scott cat
alogue price of $135 seems much too
low for this variety. An unused ex
ample from a block of eight is shown
in Fig. 7. The error occurs in posi
tion No. 68 of the first setting of the
overprint. A counterfeit exists of this
error, but it is easy to recognize as the
tip of the L points up instead of downl



Figure 9. No. UC2c with overprint reading ZONE CANAL and reading up.

New Discoveries
A pair of No. 56 was recently dis

covered with the right stamp over
printed CANAL only. This stamp was
listed for the first time in the 1968
Scott catalogue as No. 56h. There is
no indication of a fold over on the

pair, although there is a slight trace of
the E of ZONE indicating that this
error may have been caused in this
manner. This variety is shown in Fig
ure 8.

Figure 8. Pair with one copy of No. 56h.

A major variety in Canal Zone pos
tal stationery that is previously unre
ported is shown in Fig. 9. The postal
card is Scott No. UX2c or Slausen No.

8, biit with the overp1"int -tea-d·ing

ZONE CANAL and reading up in
stead of down. Both our Col. James
DeVoss and the Philatelic Foundation

have stated that this item is genuine.
Since the postal cards were overprint
ed individually, it is difficult to under
stand how this variety was produced.
It is canceled at Paraiso, C. Z. on
Dec. 17, 1913 and addressed to Joseph
P. Coveleski, Zone Police #135, Ga
turn, C. Z., Isthmus of Panama. On
the reverse side is the following in-

Change of Address
The post office does not for

ward copies of this magazine,
even if your new address is
known. Instead they are return
ed to us and your CZSG has to
pay postage for their return. We
then try to find out your new ad
dress and correct our records. It

is to every ones advantage if you
promptly notify us of a change
of address before you make a
move. All such notices should be

sent to the Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew.

teresting message: "Culebra, C. Z. /
Dec. 8th, 1913 / Said date this Post
Card was received by me from Post
master Mr. A. M. Warner from Cule
bra Office. / Joseph P. Coveleski /
Gatum, C. Z. / Isthmus of Panama /
Zone Police #135." So it is clear that
Mr. Warner and Mr. CoveIeski knew
from the beginning that this was an
unusual variet~!. Wher-e has the card
been from 1913 to the present? It
is a major variety which should be
listed in the catalogue.

Official Business
Penalty envelopes for official busi

ness which are used without stamps
are fairly common in recent years.
However recently your Editor saw
an official business card from 1908.
Since it is the first one that he has
seen with such an early date, it is
worth describing. In place of the
stamp is the handwritten inscription
Official Business / Navy Dept. It is
postmarked at Bas Obispo, C. Z. on
Dec. 20, 1908. The printed address is
"W. N. Seitz, Paraiso Springs, Car
bonating Works, Paraiso, C. Z."

The back of the card evokes the
spirit of another age and is also worth
quoting. Most of the message is print
ed, with the date and amounts filled
in by hand. "'Purity and Cleanliness'
/ Our Watchword. / Dec. 19, 1908 /
W. N. Seitz, / Paraiso, C. Z. / Send
me on your first shipping / day the
following: / 20 doz. Lemon Soda / 60
doz. Sarsaparilla / (0) Ginger Ale / 30
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doz. Cream Soda / 90 doz. Cham
pagne Kola / 30 doz. Paraiso Water /
Address / Post Exchange / Camp El
liott / I. C. Z., Panama."

Specimen Postal Stationery
The only example of specimen pos

tal stationery that your Editor ever re
calls seeing from the Canal Zone was
recently shown to him by our mem
beT Grove(~D. Luce. He has an -cx--
ample of No. UX6 perforated through
the card SPECIMEN / A. B. N. Co.
The letters are 8% mm high; the first
line is 52Y2 mm long and the second
line is 48Y2 mm long. The card is
stamped on the front in red F7430.

Air Letter Sheets
For some time the Canal Zone post

office has sold air letter sheets printed
at the Canal Zone Printing Plant.
These air letter sheets have no frank
ing power; the purchaser has to add
the necessary postage. For this reason
they have not been listed in the Scott
catalogue. However, they are interest
ing to collect. Grover Luce reports
that 25,000 more air letter sheets have
been printed by the Canal Zone Print
ing Plant and that these will carry the
number "1101". This is really the job
order number. He believes that the

previous printing without a number is
scarce.

The column on C. Z. Counter

feits by Col. James T. DeVoss
will continue in a future issue of
the Canal Zone Philatelist.



Secretari s Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Carolina Ave.

Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
A number of members have written

to the Secretary asking how they can
help the CZSG. One way is to send
interesting items or notes to your Edi
tor. Most of us have particular bits
of information about Canal Zone

stamps that are not known to the
majority of our membership. Informa
tion may also be exchanged with the
members assigned to our various spec
iality committees. The first listing was
given in the last issue and there will
be further assignments later.

You can also contact the other
members that live within your state.
Much information could be exchang
ed in small meetings attended by
members that live relatively close to
gether.

Your Editor has done a wonderful

job on the issues of CZP, so why not
tell him so. Also send him any mater
ial that is of interest to all of our
members.

Old CZSG Publications "Found"
Several copies of two Canal Zone Study Group handbooks published in

1953 and 1955 have been located and will be sold to CZSG members on a

first-come first-served basis as long as the small supply lasts. No member will
be permitted to purchase more than one copy of each publication.

Also "found" were ten copies of "The Stamps of Panama" by F. E. Heydon,
published by Mekeel's in the 1920's. This 62-page specialized study is a collec
tors item at philatelic auctions. It is a MUST for any student who wants to
learn about the many printings of the basic Panama stamps which were over
printed by the Canal Zone Government.

Many members have indicated a desire to obtain reprints of the CZSG
"NOTES" which preceded The Canal Zone Philatelist. A total of five numbers
each consisting of several mimeographed pages was published in the early
days of the Canal Zone Study Group. A complete set of the first five issues re
printed is being offered as a unit. No orders for individual numbers will be
accepted.

In 1954 CZSG reprinted an eight-page article "Canal Zone Post Offices Cele
brate 50th Anniversary" which originally appeared in The Bureau Specialist.
The first 75 orders received for anyone of the publications listed below will
receive a free copy of this reprint.

All orders with remittance must be sent to the CZSG Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew, 29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. All prices listed
below include postage and mailing costs.

CZSG Handbook No.2 (1953), containing the articles "Canal Zone Booklets" by James
T. DeVoss, and" A Unique Canal Zone Error" by Edward S. Conger. 24 pages .. $2.00
CZSG Handbook No. 3 (1955), containing the articles "Canal Zone First Issue on
Cover" by Rudolph B. Weiler, and "Canal Zone Essays and Proofs" by George W. Brett.
27 pages $2.00
"The Stamps of Panama" by F. E. Heydon. 62 pages $5.00
Canal Zone "NOTES". Complete set of five issues reprinted $2.00

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

Canal Zone First Issue
The Editor regrets that due to a

mistake on his part two paragraphs
were omitted from the interesting arti
cle by Edward 1. P. Tatelman on the
Canal Zone first issue. The following

two paragraphs should have appeared
after the second full paragraph on
page 12.

There have been many/ contentions
as to who did the actual surcharging
of the words CANAL ZONE. Dr.
William Evans in his "Stamps of the
Canal Zone" says, "A new surcharge
was added by the United States
authorities, which consisted of the
words CANAL ZONE in one line of

Roman capitals. This surcharge was
applied by a rubber stamp, the ink
used being of a blue black color on
all three values."

Dr. J. C. Perry, who was in the
Canal Zone as a surgeon when this
issue was placed on sale, emphatically
concurs with his medical colleague in
saying "I can positively answer that
there was only one printing of the
genuine specified above, and that
only one rubber stamp was used in
surcharging the stamps placed in use
by the government. Only one rubber
stamp was purchased and the person
who supervised the surcharging as
sured me that only one stamp was
used."
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Presidene s Message
George W. Brett

510 21st St., N. \V.,
Washington, D. C. 20006

Although there has been little time
since the second issue of our maga
zine appeared, the response that I
have received has been most hearten
ing. At this time I shall not announce
any more information committee ap
pointments because of the hope that
I can give a rather complete picture
of how things are coming along in the
next issue.

A draft of a constitution has been
prepared and will appear in the next
issue.

\Ve are now enjoying our usual hot,
steamy August weather in \i\7ashing
ton. This is generally the month that
I like to be elsewhere and the last of
the month I shall travel through the
west. It will be a quick trip this time,
mostly by plane, but it does suggest
that now and then I could say hello
to some of you in person. In June, for

(Continued on page 24)



Figure 2

WANTED
Canal Zone No. 08

One copy, fine or very fine
Will pay full Scott price

To be certified genuine by
Co!. DeVoss

Graydon Harkness
Hahoka, ~o. 63445

Back to our newly acquired collec
tion. When I came to the space for
Scott No. JlS I found the stamp pic
tured in Figure 3. You will observe
that the words POSTAGE DUE are

surcharged on a stamp where the A
of CANAL have pointed rather than
flat tops. I couldn't believe it! An un
listed rarity! Forgery seemed out of
the question since J15 catalogs at

Figure 1 $2.75 used. The stamps had been su-
ma, but the surcharge is in a different perseded by a new series (Jl8-20)
type. Scott No. 67 has a serif on the later in 1925, so the chance of another
lower bar of the C which is not pres- copy emerging after 35 years seemed
enL-DnNo. 60. -remote.- Apparenfly r had the only

How could a careful man such as stamp of its kind in the world.
our former owner make such a mis- How did it feel? ViTell,I felt a great
take? Alas, when one nears the fifties sense of discovery. It was like Keats
in age one's short vision becomes im- said "On First Looking Into Chap
paired. I, struggling with my first pair man's Homer"
of bifocals, could sympathize with my "Then I felt like some watcher of
unknown predecessor. the skies

Thus spurred, I examined each When a new pronet swims into his
stamp under low magnification. It was ken;
not until I hit the "Postage Due" sec- Or like stout Cortez when with

tion, however, that I found what I eagle eyes
believed was pure gold. He stared at the Pacific - and all

In 1924 United States stamps were his men
overprinted: CANAL ZONE for reg- Looked at each other with a wild
ular postage. The first printing has the surmise _

A of CANAL with flat tops. A later Silent, upon a peak in Darien."
printing in June of 1925 produced an (Cont. on page 24)
A with a sharp top. In between these
two issues the postage due stamps ran
out. To meet this emergency, the Di
rector of Posts ordered a quantity of
I-cent, 2-cent and 10-cent ordinary
flat top stamps overprinted locally
with the additional words POSTAGE
DUE. I have illustrated the 1 cent
stamp, Scott No. lIS, (Figure 1) and
also the 10¢ stamp, Scott No. J17,
(Figure 2 ) ~s the surcharge is always
clearer on the latter.

The Only Stamp of Its Kind in the Wodd
By J. Howard Rossbach

(Reprinted from S.P.A. Journal, September, 1963, p. 45 with permission of the author and
Society of Philatelic Americans).

The only stamp of its kind in the world! How does it feel to discover one?
Well, I can tell you - although I must hasten to add that my triumph was
short lived. It happened this way.

I had bought a large lot of Canal Zone stamps from a New York City auc
tioneer for about $35. I estimated the catalog value at about three times the
price, deducting for a few stamps
with tropical gum. The stamps were
on pages in protective mounts.

What a pleasure it is to take such
a collection home and inspect it in
leisurely detail for those variations in
overprints which so delight the Canal
Zone collectors. I settled myself com
fortably with my magnifier and start
ed in.

It soon became apparent that the
former owner had been a careful man
of moderate means, probably over .50
years old and living in the Canal
Zone. How could we tell, Watson?
Elementary! The encasing of each
stamp in a protective mount bespeaks
care; also the fact that the backs of
some of the stamps had been coated
with a light, waxy substance to pro
tect the gum. The tropical gum that
had nevertheless invaded some of the

items pointed to a very humid climate
like Panama where the rainy season is
intense and lasts for nine months out

of the year. The album leaves were
titled in English which indicated the
Canal Zone itself, a place where En
glish is spoken more frequently than
any other spot in Central America.
Furthermore many people in the Zone
collect its stamps. The unfilled and
unmarked spaces made for the more
expensive stamps showed a man col
lecting on a budget.

"Ah," you will ask, "but what about
his age? How can you tell that?" Well,
as I examined each stamp in detail I
found that in a few instances stamps
of some rarity had been placed in
spots assigned to common stamps.
Thus in the place for CZ No. 60, a one
cent stamp worth 45 cents unused, I
was delighted to find CZ No. 67, cata
loging $50. The latter is almost im
possible to find and is much rarer than
its price would indicate. Both have
the same underlying stamp of Pana-
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Figure 3

Right then and there I should have
realized that there was something
wrong. \Ve all know it was Vasco Nu
nez de Balboa rather than "stout Cor
tez" who stood on a Panamanian peak
and discovered the Pacific.

The feeling of discovery soon blend
ed into a happy aura of excitement.
A philatelic neighbor was summoned
and, although no specialist in Canal
Zone stamps, confirmed my finding.
The next day a more expert collector
came to view and remained to marvel.

This all happened on a weekend.
Un Monday, after work, I took the
stamp to the auctioneer who had sold
it to me. He looked at it intently un
der magnification for a minute or so.
He also looked at a copy of }I5. Then
he raised his head and shook it gently
in the negative. "A forgery", he said,
"and not a bad one at that".

"How can you tell?" I asked, crest
fallen, but still clinging to some hope.

"Observe how the ends of the let

ters in the surcharge on your stamp
are rounded, whereas those on the
regular stamps are cut square with
little tips on the inside edges.

I looked, I saw, I was convinced.
The auctioneer suggested that I could
have my money back if I was dissat
isfied with the lot. This was the last
thing I wanted in view of the many
nice stamps it contained, and I said
so. "In any event", concluded the auc
tioneer, "it is an interesting philatelic
item."

I took the stamp home, but I con
tinued to wonder. Why should any
one a) forge such a cheap stamp? b)
forge a non-existant stamp? It was a
real puzzle.

Figure 4.

I re-examined the stamp and found
that it was not perforated 11 as JI5
should be but perforated 11x 10)f. It
therefor should be Scott No. 100 (Fig
ure 4). But was it? I compared the
printing of the two stamps. The spac
ing of the words CANAL ZONE was
2mm wider on the forgery. I looked
at the lettering, especially the mouth
of the C. There was no doubt. This
was a double forgery! Not only had
the forger gone to the trouble of forg
ing a $2.75 stamp, but he had forged
the underlying 25 cent stamp as well.

Why did he do it? Surely there was
little or no profit. Why?

I then recalled my own stay in the
Canal Zone as an artilleryman during
World War II. Funny things happen
in the Zone. Men get "jungle-happy",
"go tropical". An officer blows his
brains out some steaming night for no
apparent reason. A gunner in an iso
lated jungle position points (and
shoots) a .50 caliber machine gun at
all who would approach - even mem
bers of his own squad. I recall a war
rant officer, trapped in the Zone, who
for one glorious week forged the name
of his superior officer to checks and
squandered the proceeds on liquor
and the Blue Moon Queens before his
inevitable apprehension.

I like to think of my stamp forger
as being in this category, forging not
for profit, but because he got so sick
of the daily rain, the howling of the
monkeys, the precautions against ma
laria, that he just had to blow off
steam in some way. Who knows? In
any event, I am grateful to him for
that wonderful weekend when I own-
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CANAL ZONE PROOFS

No. 113, 30¢ \Villiamson, small die
proof

No. 120-135, 1¢ - 50¢, 1939 Anniver
sary, small die proofs

Only two copies of each of these
proofs are known. None has ever be
fore been publicly offered for sale.
Inquiries invited.

Gilbert N. Plass
Box CG

College Station, Texas 77840

ed "the only stamp of its kind in the
world".

President's Message -
(Cant. from page 22)

example, we were in Chicago for a
few days and had some spare time.
This year, if all goes well, I shall take
leave in October and November, and
perhaps go to Mexico City.

Do we have anyone particularly in
terested in Canal Zone cancellations,
in plate varieties, or in odds and ends
(like meters, permits, penalties)? For
that matter is there anyone interested
in plate numbers? Committee assign
ments for these facets, along with
others, are open for someone to grab
the helm. \Ve want to report a broad
spectrum of coverage next time so we
can really start rolling.

Canal Zone Articles

The Editor is always glad to con
sider articles for publication on any
aspect of Canal Zone philately. It
would greatly assist him if authors
would note our conventions in regard
to figures, catalogue numbers, and
overprints and prepare their articles
in the same style.

CANAL ZONE HAWAII
WANTED

Cash paid for good collections, rari
ties, and packet material.

We can use any Central America
packet material.

Especially wanted are:
Britain 313-316
Canada FIe, F2b, F3, Jlb-J20b
Costa Rica RAl-RA27
Haiti 412-413; C91-C92
Finland Bla, M8

Please quote price in first letter or
send stamps for our appraisal.

CLAY CALL
6920 Coolidge Troy Mich. 48084


